BOOK WEEK 2014

1) INTRODUCTION TO THE “CONNECT TO READING” THEME

- YOUTUBE - CONNECT TO READING
- PADLET BOOK WEEK 2014
- CONNECT TO READING PDF
- JS LIBRARY BLOG POST

2) STAFF ACTIVITIES (select one)

A) FAVOURITE BOOK QUOTE
Share your favourite children’s book quote.
Use http://quozio.com/ to ‘make beautiful quotes’
e.g. see Children’s Book Quotes

B) PICTURE FRAME PHOTO BOOTH
Making Connections to Reading (image + audio)

- Using large cardboard frame
- Add thoughts using speech bubbles (e.g. PhotoComic app or video using Fotobabble app)

C) Make “PAPER CHAIN” CONNECTIONS
Connecting ideas on the theme using coloured strips to create paper chains
e.g. book reviews, book quotes, reading reflections twitter style (150 characters)

3) SHORTLISTED BOOKS AVAILABLE FOR VIEWING & DISCUSSION

4) EXPLANATION OF CLASS TASK - BOOK CUBE (connect to an author/illustrator and a shortlisted book (literacy rotation activity)
REFERENCES & RESOURCES


